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Halse, Kirsten 

From: Dario Basili 

Sent: Friday, 2 March 2007 5:30 PM 

To: Adjudication 

Subject: Third Line Enforcing Notification N92787 (Aussie) 

Attention: Gavin Jones 

I would like to express my comments on the MFAA in general. 

For background, I've been in the finance industry since 1974 dealing in commercial and 
corporate Lending. I read with disbelief the "actions" of AHL Investments Pty Ltd in attempting 
to "force" its mortgage writers to join the MFAA (previously, MIAA). I 'm  not really sure these 
writers want to belong to the MFAA? 

I understand the name change occurred to "reflect" the organisations (said) ability to deal in all 
facets of lending; housing and commercial. I strongly question this. 

I would definitely not belong to the MFAA if it was not a requirement of certain banks. I firmly 
believe certain banks exert "control" over the MFAA and as such, I question the MFAA's 
independence and ability to effectively represent its members. I n  my view, the MFAA has little 
credibility in the market; let alone attempting to represent itself as now dealing in commercial 
lending; much more complicated than housing loans. It appears the MFAA is attempting to open 
up another avenue of finance to inexperienced members given the depressed housing market 
(NSW). I certainly believe so. I receive numerous calls from housing loan writers asking for 
assistance with commercial proposals and "shudder to think" what advice / recommendations 
these writers may have conveyed to the consumer. 

MFAA members deal predominantly in the housing loan market; simple "tick box", payslip 
process. This organisation's earlier practices of letting open the "floodgates" to inexperienced 
mortgage writers is well known in the finance industry. Isn't this why regulation is now being 
considered? I t  was common practice for the MFAA to recruit as many members as it possibly 
could without determining the writer's level of experience and capabilities. That is, "fish and 
chip shop operator one day; mortgage broker the next" was the well known catchphrase. A 
simple question to MFAA executive in this regard would reveal past recruitment practices. I t  
would be interesting to determine the level of complaints against commercial writers as 
opposed to home loan writers? 

The MFAA during 2006 was attempting to promote itself as now dealing in commercial 
lending .... no experience necessary. Sound familiar? Are the floodgates being let open again? 
At the time I personally raised this very issue with Phil Naylor, CEO of MFAA however, his 
response was simple rhetoric and enforced in my mind the organisation needed to really look at  
itself. I do understand the MFAA is now promoting education however, it's a it late with still has 
a very long way to go before i t  gains respect amongst experienced operators. 

Even the commercial lenders within the banking system are questioning the rationale behind 
the MFAA's attempt to promote itself in the specialised area of commercial lending. I 
understand the MFAA are attempting or making reference to commercial training in it's media 
releases however, to be honest, commercial lending experience is not something one picks up 
in a year or two (or less according to MFAA accredited commercial lending courses). I 'm 
sure reference to commercial lending divisions of banks will reveal the "problems" encountered 
by inexperienced home loan writers attempting to undertake commercial matters. 

The Finance Brokers Association of Australia (FBAA) is the true finance broker 
organisation representing its members NOT the MFAA. The FBAA understands co~merc ia l  
lending; not just housing products. The FBAA doesn't enforce members to join ... big difference 
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to having to  join. The FBAA also has an effective (experience) accreditation system for its 
members (FAMICA certification); that is; real accreditation. I have been a member of FBAA for 
many years and have great respect for the efforts and professionalism of this organisation; 
can't say that about the MFAA. 

Let's hope that common sense prevails in ensuring the organisations deal in areas appropriate 
to their capabilities, that is; MFAA stick with housing loans and FBAA maintain its presence as 
the organisation for professional commercial lenders. Business customers must be protected 
from the inexperienced operators. 

Thank you for allowing me to express my views. 

Regards 

Dario Basili 
Account Executive 


